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MATERIAL AND FINISHES
Tree Grates, Trench Grates, Drain Covers and Manhole Covers

Cast Grey Iron
100% recycled, per ASTM A48 class 35b or better; hardness 170-223 brinnell.

Unweathered

Six Months

Several Years

Standard Finish | Natural Raw Unfinished

Optional Finishes | Powder Coat ▪ Hot Dip Galvanize ▪ Rust Conditioner

The following is a brief synopsis of the material and finish combinations Urban Accessories offers for our ornamental cast metal grating products. At 
Urban Accessories we believe that a metal’s ability to develop a natural corrosion resistant patina is part of its innate strength and beauty. As such, we 
only offer metals which are 100% suited for outdoor use without a finish, and ship all of our product raw, as a standard, allowing natural weathering to 
produce a unique and maintenance free finish, once the product has been installed. That said, we also understand that there are times when a design 
requires a little more control over the coloration of the final product, and have some optional finishes available to help you exert a little influence. 

Please contact us at sales@urbanaccessories.com for additional information about any of the combinations offered. We’d also be more than happy to 
provide samples...

Factory applied by certified applica-
tors, Urban Accessories powder coat  
is our recommended finish when col-
ors need to match. Request a Pow-
der Coat Information sheet from your 
sales person for additional informa-
tion regarding spec’s and available 

colors.

Hot dip galvanizing is not our most com-
mon finish, but can be provided. While gen-
erally grey to sliver in color, galvanization is 
not meant to be a color controlled top coat, 
akin to powder coat. It is meant solely as a 
rust inhibitor. Urban Accessories will war-
ranty the finish against rust only. The look 

of individual pieces may vary.

As a result of a partnership with a custom home fur-
niture craftsman in Seattle, with whom we’ve work for 
over 15 years, we developed a finish that we refer to as 
Rust Conditioner. Our partner’s design utilized cast iron 
table legs, and which needed to look antique and rust-
ed, without waiting for natural weathering to occur. The 
process involves curing oil compounds into the surface 
of the metal, without baking (which produces harmful 
hydrocarbons), and produces a beautiful faux antique 
finish, that will gently break down and segue into a nat-

ural weathered finish.
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Cast Ductile Iron
Variable Recycled Content, per ASTM A536 Class 65-45-12

More of an alloy variant to grey iron, than a completely new material option, Ductile iron is produced using a process that slows the precipitation 
of carbon present in traditional cast iron, causing it to form a spheroidal shape, which produces an overall nodular microstructure, and results in a 
much more malleable “ductile” metal with structural properties more akin to mild steel. Because of these enhanced structural properties, ductile iron 
is utilized in our products primarily to increase overall strength and allow grating installations to be rated for vehicular loads (for a full breakdown of 
available load classes, please reference Urban Accessories Load Specifications information sheet).

Visually, Ductile iron and Grey iron are identical and will weather in exactly the same fashion. The same optional finishes are also available.

3/8” x 4-1/2” Flat Bar

Bolted Connection, 2 EA 1/2” Bolts

Frame and Cross
Braces, welded
one piece

Mounting Plate with Flat
Bar Housings for Frame, as 
shown

3/8” x 6-1/2” Flat Bar

1/4” x 3” Flat  Bar

As needed to meet various load classes, Ur-
ban Accessories will often engineer frames for 

supplemental support. 

Ductile iron undergoes some real world testing.

Cast Aluminum
100% recycled, per ASTM B26

Standard Finish | Natural Raw Unfinished

Optional Finishes | Powder Coat ▪ Brushed Finish ▪ Polished Finish

While usually chosen for its natural 
sliver color, aluminum can be powder 

coated.

Brushed Finish Polished Finish

Unweathered Several Years
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Cast Silicon Bronze
Variable Recycled Content, per ASTM B524 Statuary Grade 

Standard Finish | Natural Raw Unfinished

Optional Finishes | Brushed Finish ▪ Polished Finish

Unweathered Variable Patina showing basic darkening
with highlighted areas

Variable Patina showing traditional “verdi-
gris” pattern weathering.

Brushed Finish Polished Finish

Cast Nickel Bronze
Variable Recycled Content, per ASTM B30

Standard Finish | Natural Raw Unfinished

Optional Finishes | Brushed Finish ▪ Polished Finish

Unweathered Variable Patina showing traditional dark 
pattern weathering.
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